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Electronic structure of actinides 
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This paper shows that the variety of actinide properties relates to a change both in the actinide cηstal s佐山知reand elec仕onic
structure with changing temperature and pressure. The change in plutonium properties during the transition企omαto0 phase 
can correspond to the re釦 angementin inner ele出 onshell (either 5f or 6d) with the electronic configuration of outer 

electrons remaining unchanged. However， the electronic structure of the outer electron shell of the E -phase dramatically 

di挽 rs企omthat of αand 0 phases. Outer el即位onenergy of the E-phase is 4.3 e V which coηesponds to the one-elec仕on
configuration of outer el即位ons.
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1. Introduction obtained企omthe experimental data on compressibility. In 
At standard pressure actinide elements have several the table， N is the number of outer electrons. 

different crystal phases加 varioustempera旬reranges up to 
melting point1，2). Actinide properties and structure also Table 1. Parameters of actinide atomic cel1 states 

change under pressure. In compounds act泊idesappe訂 as
elements ofa variable valence1). Owing to complex behavior 

of actinides thus 白rthere is no commonly accepted 
viewpoint of the electronic s甘uctureof their outer electron 
shell. In this paper an 副 emptis made to obtain additional 

information about the elec仕onic s仕ucture of actinides 

reasoning 企om the experimental data on their 
compressibility. 

2. Compressibility and electronic structure of actinides 
A method for calculating the energy of a compressed-

atom state was proposed in3，4).・.When the volume per atom is 
limited， the calculated set of energy levels differ仕omthe 
energy levels of a企eeatom. This model explic託lyincludes 
the quantum nature of elec仕onmotion and allows us to 
clearly explain behavior of many elements under pressure). 
The model Of，4) provides approximate analytical expressions 
describing elastic energy and pressure in compression: 

時)=半(千-什 (1)

Pヤ)=~EnN:Pn (0"5/3ー σ4け )ο)
3A 

The parameters of the equation of state are material 

equilibrium density Pn (at P=O， T=O) and outer electrons 
energy En of atoms in the equilibrium state; A is atomic 

mass， NA is the Avogadro number，σ=P/Pn is compression 
degree. 

In expression (2) 2EnNAPn/3A=3Bo， where Bo is bulk 
modulus atσ=1. For a known bulk modulus B。由isallows 

us to estimate outer electrons energy state En=9ABoI2NAPn・
Table 1 presents par創netersfor various actinide phases 
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恥1aterial
PE/nC， II13 

Bo， En N 
GPa eV 

Th 11.72 55 50.7 4 
Th 12.2 78.3 69.5 4 
U 19.1 115 69.5 4 
U 19.25 153 88 4 
U 19.6 187 106 5 
U 22.3 400 196 6 
Np 20.4 134 72.3 4 
Pu-α 19.98 58 32.4 3 

Pu-s 18.18 47 32.4 3 
PU-E 16.2 6.2 4.3 
Pu-liquid 16.6 24 16 2 
Pu-α 20.1 83 46 3 

The bulk modulus value obtained with ultrasonic 
measurements5) is 115 GPa. Uranium compression by static 
press町 ewas studied by P.Bridgman to pressure P=lO GPav，. 

Uranium compression in static experiments with th巴

dial，!lond anvil method is studied to pressures P~50 GPa in 
ref.' '. Parameters of the equation of state of uranium initial 
phase， Pn=19.08 g/cm3， Bo=115 GPa， describe the data of 

static measurements up to 5 GPa pressure quite welL The 
computed dependence and experimental points are shown in 
Fig. 1. At high pressures the experimental points clearly 
deviate企omthe computed dependence for the initial phase. 
At pressure P=5-20 GPa the measured data7) lies on the 

comp凶edcurve with the parameters of equation of state (1)， 
(2) Pn=19.25 g/cm3， Bo=153 GPa. 

Using experimental physical values following the shock 
企ontin ~anium presented in8)， the parameters ior equation 

of state (1)， (2) were selected to describe the experiment. 
The frrst segment to P=80 GPa is described by the 
par創netersBo~187 GPa， Pn=19.6 g/cm3. The data of static 
measurements7

' at P>20 GPa also lie on this computed 

curve. The 80・150GPa pressure range is described by 
equation of state (1)， (2) with the parameters Bo=400 GPa， 
Pn=22.6 g/cm3. There is an explicit kink in curve P臼)at 
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p~5.4 g/cm3， P=80 GPa. 
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Fig. 1. Dependency P(p) on uranium normal isotherm. 
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Thus， the analysis conducted indicates existence of four 
di島 renturanium phases in the pressure range 山 died:也e
initial phase and three high-pressure phases. They 
considerably differ in outer elec仕onenergies (67 eV， 88 eV， 
106 eV， and 196 eV， respectively) and， hence， are di挽 rent
electronic phases. 

At room tempera加reand standard pressure (in the α 
phase s旬te)nep加niumwhich is next to uranium in the 
periodic table is of the highest density (20.4 g/cm~) and the 

highest bulk modulus (119 GPa at tempera同re298 oK and 
132 GPa at T=77 OK) among actinides9). The atomic cel1 
outer el即位onenergy (En=73 eV) for neptunium is also 

higher than that for αphase ofuranium. 
Under standard conditions plutonium exists泊 theform 

ofthe αphase. As tempera旬reincreases， the仕組sitionto 

the s， y， 8， e phase and to the liquid state occurs. Under 

standard conditions the αplutonium bulk modulus is 53.5 
GPa 10) At room temperature the bulk modulus of 8 
plutonium with 1% of Ga by weight is 28.9 GPal1，12). The e -

phase parameters are Bo=6.2 GPa， Po=16.2 g/cm3， Poisson 
ratio isμ=0.20:t0.0213). The bu1k modulus for the e phase is 
~4 times lower than that for the 8 phase and ~8 times lower 

than that for the αphase of plutonium. Reasoning from this 
bu1k modulus value， the ε-phase plutonium atomic cel1 
outer electron energy is 4.3 eV which corresponds to the 
one-el即位onconfiguration of outer electrons. 

For liquid plutonium measured sound speed14) is 1200剛

1220 m1s at T=650・950oC. This sound spe巴dvalue is 
co町田pondentwith the bulk modulus of Bo=24 GPa which is 
considerably higher than that of e phase plutonium and 
liquid plutonium atomic cel1 energy of 16 eV corresponding 
to the two-electron configuration. The different electronic 

S佐山田reof the e phase and liquid seems to be a reason for 
the abnormal plutonium behavior during melting (increasing 
density during melting). Apparent1y， plutonium melting is 
attended with an elec仕onicphase transition with increasing 
number of outer atomic elec仕ons.Disappearance of the 
long-range order which usual1y results in decreasing density 
of the liquid phase is accompanied in this case with a 
transition to a denser state in the short-range order and the 
sum ofthese two changes leads to the abnormal melting. 

In 1945 P.Bridgman measuredα-plutonium 
compressibility at room temperature up to 10 GPa 
pressure15). Bridgman performed the measurements with two 
devices of different types: one ofthem which ensured quite a 
good measurement accuracy was used up to P~4 GPa 
pressure and the other of a lower accuracy was used up to 
P~10 GPa. Plutonium compressibi1ity was also estimated up 
to P~5 GPa企ommeasured sound speed in 1日Thisdata is 
presented加 Fig.2. In this figure solid curves show P印j

computed by relation (2). The pluton同m initial αphase 
parameters describe the static measurement data15，16) only to 

P~1.7 GPa pressure. At higher pressures the slope of P(p) 
increases by afactor of ~1.4. 
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Fig. 2; Dependency P(p )on plutonimn normal isotherm. 
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The phase diagram of plutonium is known up to pressure 
P~12 GPa17). At standard tempera加reno仕ansition企omthe 
crystal structure of the αphase (simple monoclinic) to any 
other crystal latticeちゅehas been detected. An abrupt 
change in compressibility at P= 1.7 GPa can be accounted 
for by an elec仕onicphase transition relating to a change in 
the energy state and the number of plutonium outer 
elec仕ons.At high temperatures the phase equilibrium line 
for these elec仕onphases of αplutonium may pass through 
the phase equilibrium line maximum of the α-s phases 
(dT/dP~150宮GPα). Such a slope corresponds to 
approximately constant plutonium density at the el巴ctronic
phase仕ansitionat various tempera加res.

P.Bridgman's data15) indicate a noticeable change in the 

P(p) slope at P=7.5 GPa as wel1. Evident1y， this is also an 
electronic phase仕ansitionwithout any change in the crystal 
s佐ucture as the transition pressure is within the 
experimental1y studied phase diagram ofplutonium17). 

According to the analysis of the plutonium 
compressibility data， the number of atomic cel1 outer 
elec仕onsin the αphase is 3， in the e phase is 1， and in liquid 
plutonium is 2. At the same time，企omthe data for atomic 
radii2) it fol1ows that in the αand e phases the valence is 5. 
This con仕adiction can be avoided assuming that in 
plutonium valent electrons are not巴quivalent.They can be 
considered as positioned in two valent subshel1s. The outer 
subshel1 is responsible for material compressibi1ity. Both the 
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subshells are responsible for density of solid. Electron re-
distribution among subshells can account for both 
compressibility change under pressure and complex 
behavior of plutonium density during heating. 

B. Cooper18) suggests that in homogeneous material， like 
pureαplutonium， two species of atoms with a different 
number of localized I el即位ons(i.e. those localized in inner 
shells) can exist. 1t is therewith suggested that for one crystal 
lattice site the number of the localized I electrons is fixed 
(f¥ while for another it fluctuates (between f' and f5). This 
suggestion is used as a basis for an甜 emptto account for the 
plutonium behavior features， including the effi巴ctofthe IIIB 
group elements on the o phase stabilization at low 
temperaωres. 

Another model of d-and f-elec仕onmetals composed of 
two species of atoms with a different number of inner d and I 
ele凶 onscan be considered. Formation of positively and 
negatively charged ion pairs differing in the number of inner 
d and I electrons from neutral metal atoms with five 
localized 51 elec仕ons，with the elec廿onconfiguration of 
outer (valent) electrons remaining the same， can prove 
energetically dominating. For example， a positive ion with 
localized f' elec仕onsand a negative ion with localized -r 
el即位onscan form instead of the localized rs electrons in' the 
neutral atom. This phenomenon is similar to 
disproportionation， where chemical compound changes and 
produces a mixture of compounds with valence higher by 
one and that lower by one. 

The change in plutoniu.'1l properties during the甘ansition
企omαtoO phase can correspond to the rearrangem巴ntin 
inner electron shell (either 5f or 6d) with the electronic 
configuration of outer electrons remaining unchanged. 
However， the elec仕onics仕uctureof the outer巴lectronshell 
of the E 同 phasedramatically differs企om也atofαando 
phases. Th巴changesoccur in plutonium at standard press町 e
with changing t巴mpera加re.Bridgman's exp巴rimentsindicate 
that the change in the outer elec仕onshell of plutonium metal 
atoms occurs under relatively moderate pressures. 

According to the experimental data on neu仕on
scattering19)， with temperature increasing企om320 oC to 440 
Oc the bulk modulus ofthe O phase decreases by 25%. 
τ'he physical model is considered that treats a change in 

o -phase pluωnium elastic characteristics as tempぽaωre
increases due to a change in the electronic 位 uc旬reofsome 
plutonium atoms with the crystal structu 
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1-α+α竺旦

Bo = B01 P0~ (3) 
U - Ul ~. P01B01 

1-α+αrUI-UI 

ρ02Bω 

When the bulk modulus of the new phase dramatically 
di自己rs企'om白紙 ofthe initial phase， the average modulus 
can also considerably di能 rfrom the initial modulus. For 
example， when the s-phase atoms make 7% within the o司

phase，也巴 bulkmodulus of the mixed phases is 1.25 times 
less than the bulk modulus of the血itialo phase. This valuβ 
is closeωneutron sca抗怠ringdata19) obtained for decrease in 
elastic constants of o-phase plutonium with t芯mpera仰向

increasing企om320 oc to 440 oc. The bulk modulus 
decrease may be essentially the same， ifthe volume ofthe E-
phase is considered as企'eevolume (i.e. the material is 
considered as porous material with k=1.07) because of high 
s phase ∞mpressibility. 

Conclusion 
Under action of pressぽ eand tempera知replutonium 

experiences a change in electronic structure of atoms加

solid. The change in plutonium properties during the 
transition企omαto O phas巴 canco町espondto the 
rearrangement in inner electron shell (either 5f or 6d) with 
the electronic configuration of outer electrons remaining 
unchanged. However， the巴lectronics加 ctureof the outer 
electron shell of the s .. phase dramatically differs企omthat 
ofαand O phases. The changes occur in plutonium at 
standard pressぽ ewith changing temperature. Bridgman's 
experiments indicate that the change in the outer elec仕on
shell of plutonium metal atoms occur under relativ巴ly
moderate pressures. 
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